
BATHYMETRY
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The Otter is a smaller vehicle that is convenient for shel-
tered and calm waters. The small size allows for easier 
shipping and handling at the site of operation. The Otter is 
built to allow access to sites that would otherwise be dif-
ficult or impossible to survey with a normal survey vessel.

The USV Conversion System allows Maritime Robot-
ics to deliver a custom USV that matches the user's 
needs and mission profile. However, based on the mar-
ket needs and wants, we have designed two standard 
USV's that will work for a majority of scenarios. These 
are the Otter USV and Mariner USV. 

Without a USV, bathymetric surveys are performed 
by sailing a boat with a sonar in a repetitive lawn-
mower pattern. This makes surveying an ideal job 
for an autonomous vehicle. USVs can sail repetitive 
patterns 24/7 without breaks and limited personnel 
cost and risk. This is especially the case for shal-
low-water surveying.

The Mariner is our largest USV. With it's sturdy 
build, it is ideal for openwater and coastal missions 
that require endurance and durability. The vehicle is 
built for use and practicality with a design that fits 
easily into a standard 20 ft container and simplifies 
transportation.

Maritime Robotics' USVs can be equipped with a variety of payloads, 
including single and multi-beam sonar systems.

BATHYMETRIC 
DATA ACQUISITION

SHELTERED WATERS
The Otter USV is a highly deployable turnkey 
solution for bathymetric mapping in sheltered 
waters, such as small lakes, rivers, ponds and 
harbours.

OPEN WATERS
The Mariner USV offers both the sea worthi-
ness and the endurance you would need for 
24/7 operations in open water areas.
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04 BATHYMETRY
Ultra compact single-beam and multi-beam sonar systems are available for integration. Unmanned Surface Vehicles offer a great advantage 
in repetitive and tedious missions. Bathymetry is one such application where there is great potential for a seabed-mapping USV. 

02 SPECIFICATIONS

03 VEHICLE CONTROL STATION (VCS)

The Mariner is a versatile USV that allows for both high speed patrolling and low speed surveying. The vessel has a practical design that can 
easily be shipped worldwide in a standard 20 ft container and allows for integration of a large variety of payloads and sensors.

The Mariner USV is ideal to deploy from an existing fleet of vessels to work as a force multiplier.  Scouting for fish, environmental mapping 
or conducting bathymetry survey, with a significantly reduced headcount.  This enables the fleet extend their footprint at minimal cost when 

Robots helping other robots is the next frontier. With the cost-effective capabilities of having a USV as a communication relay and support 
platform on the sea surface, underwater Remotely Operated Vehicle (ROV) and Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV) operations can be 
simplified and improved.

01 MARINER UNMANNED SURFACE VEHICLE (USV) 
The Mariner USV is a cost-effective system for maritime data acquisition that is adept in both offshore and coastal scenarios.

The USV operator interacts with the Mariner through the Vehicle Control Station usually located on shore or on a mother vessel. The intuitive 
graphical user interface with sea map, AIS, video and radar overlay can also be augmented with AIS and radar-based collision warnings.

02

Specifications
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Custom Payloads

Vehicle Control Station

Bathymetry

Bathymetric Mapping System Specifications

WiFi, 4G and optional AIS receiver

Dual electrical fixed thrusters

Max-speed 6 knots / max with sonar: 4 knots

Width 108cm

Overall length 200cm

Height 
81.5/106.5cm

05 BATHYMETRY

04 CUSTOM SENSOR INTEGRATION
Sensors such as an ADCP, CTD, fluorometers, and a hyperspectral imager can easily and cost-efficiently be integrated. From Q2 2019 
we also provide an SVP winch.

02 SPECIFICATIONS

03 BATHYMETRIC MAPPING SYSTEM

20 hours endurance with 2kn, 55kg total weight, WiFi, 4G and optional long range radio link. Dimensions: 200 x 108 x 81.5cm. The Otter 
can be dismantled into smaller components (hulls, mid section, batteries and payload), such that one person can transport the Otter to 
the site of interest.

Repetitive tasks, such as bathymetric mapping, are ideal for an automated robotic system. The Otter performs these tasks without the 
expenses or extensive resources needed for traditional surveys.

01 VEHICLE CONTROL STATION 
Sensor and payload data can be monitored in the Vehicle Control Station. Multi-beam data, swath width, coverage area, and quality 
parameters can be displayed in real time on an intuitive user interface.

Ultra-compact single-beam and multi-beam sonar systems are available for integration for the Otter. This makes the Otter a turn-key 
solution for bathymetric surveys in sheltered waters.

PRODUCT COMPONENTS
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SPECIFICATION

On-board system box: 60cm x 40cm x 20cm
Targa Box: 70cm x 30cm 15cm
*Custom enclosures dependent on engine & propulsion setup (i.e. inboard/outboard/electric control

Ubiquiti: 2km MBR: 15km 4G: Near shore Iridium: Global

Remote control Course & speed control Waypoint control

WiFi: 300m

Optional 360° video for situational awareness

Moonpool automation optional SVP winch automation

Collision detection warnings

Option for industri-
al remote

On-line and on-site support

Maritime Robotics’ on-board systemIntegration of autopilot

Real-time access to all on-board sensor 

Customizable camera system

AIS Simrad 4G or Furuno NXT radarGNSS compass

A unique opportunity to take advantage of the possibilities for unmanned surface 
operations.
Some industry professionals want the option of using their survey boat in an unmanned mode, while still having the option 
of manned use. Others see a potential in using Unmanned Surface Vehicles, but are not yet ready to invest in a custom 
USV platform. The Maritime Robotics USV Conversion System offers a unique opportunity to combine the best of both 
worlds.

The system includes the same Vehicle Control Station, Communication and On-Board Systems as the more integrated 
Mariner USV system, but can also be highly customized for your special needs and requirements. Patrol boats of any kind 
can now be converted for unmanned operations, and equipped with custom payload and sensor solutions.

For bathymetric surveys, we often see that many users have invested in smaller, specially equipped, manned survey boats. 
These users can now get their boats converted for unmanned operations, gaining the HSE and cost benefits of unmanned 
operations.
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from the Norbit iWBMS family

SVP winch: AML Base X2
or Valeport Swift SVP

On-board software for correction 
services over NTRIP protocol

Biosonics MX echosounder

PingDSP 3DSS-iDX sonar

Ecotone Underwater 
Hyperspectral Imager

UHF modems for RTK corrections 
from GNSS Base Station
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Phase-in services



USE CASE

Storfossdammen has an area of 0.17km². The highest 
regulated water level (hereafter HRV) is 519m and the 
lowest regulated water level (hereafter LRV) is 503m. The 
regulation height of 16m gives a volume of 1.69 million 
m³.

The Otter USV was controlled remotely via a broadband 
communications link that has a range of around 2km. For 
the very up close work, up the feeder rivers, the Otter was 
controlled via the mobile phone application over WiFi.  
During the survey the bathymetry data was displayed in 
real time in the Maritime Robotics Vehicle Control Station 
(VCS) software, allowing the operator to fine tune the 
acquisition.

The Otter USV is also equipped with a 4G Modem that 
allows an ntrip service to be run on board to get access to 
the national RTK corrections service. 

For final data delivery the software was processed with 
Qimera from QPS and overlaid with LIDAR data from 
Kartverket, producing some stunning imagery of the dam.  
Terratec was then able to produce improved estimates 
of dam volume as they were able to survey more of the 
extents with a smaller vehicle.

For sheltered waters with limited access, the Otter 
USV is a vehicle capable of rapid deployment and easy 
operation. 

MAPPING A WATER RESERVOIR 
USING THE OTTER USV WITH 
NORBIT MULTIBEAM SONAR
Terratec AS, Norways largest supplier of geodata, had a problem. They wanted 
to conduct a multibeam bathymetry survey on a dam where the access for their 
regular survey vessel was too limited.
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USE CASE

The damaged road was deemed unsafe by authorities 
and was closed. This created a lot of problems for the 
local transport of people and goods.

Maritime Robotics decided  to perform a detailed 
mapping of the area around the cave, which had been 
created by the erosion, and a few hundred meters  along 
the coast on both sides. We used our Otter USV for 
the task and equipped it with the Norbit iWBMSh STX 
multibeam and the iLIDAR laser scanner.

Maritime Robotics' VCS software was used to set up 
the area to be mapped.  It was also used to plan and 
control every aspect of the vessel and the autonomous 
operations, as well as the Norbit equipment. Very close to 
shore, as well as inside the cave, the Otter was manually 
controlled using the mobile phone application.

FOSEN ROAD DAMAGE SURVEY 
USING THE OTTER USV
On the main road between Leksvik and Vanvikan in Fosen north of Trondheim, 
Norway, a local citizen discovered by chance that the sea had washed away 
parts of the road foundation.



USE CASE

Underwater Hyperspectral Imaging (UHI) from an 
Unmanned Surface Vehicle (USV) is the novel mapping 
technique for shallow-water seafloor habitats that this 
pilot study explores and presents.

The findings of the study suggest that USV-based UHI 
may serve as a valuable technique for shallow-water 
habitat mapping in the future. Deploying an underwater 
hyperspectral imager on a USV allows the user to acquire 
high-resolution, georeferenced hyperspectral imagery 
from a seafloor area that would be difficult to map at the 
same spatial resolution using other platforms.

Converting the data to pseudo-reflectance and 
subsequently carrying out SVM classification, allowed 
us to estimate the areal coverage of six spectral classes 
with an overall accuracy of ~90%. The classification 
results were achieved using simple means, which shows 
that USV-based UHI is a robust technique, capable of 
performing even when certain data elements are sub-
optimal.

SHALLOW-WATER HABITAT 
MAPPING WITH THE OTTER USV
The impact of human activity on coastal ecosystems is becoming more and 
more evident across the world. This is leading to a growing need to map, 
monitor and manage these regions in a sustainable manner.
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Figure 5. Results of the support vector machine (SVM) classifications of internal average relative 
reflectance (IARR)-converted (a) and flat field reflectance (FFR)-converted (b) underwater 
hyperspectral imagery from Hopavågen (63°35’N 9°32’E), Agdenes, Norway. The maps were 
generated in ArcMap (v. 10.6; Esri Inc., Redlands, USA; http://desktop.arcgis.com/en/arcmap/). 
Projection: UTM 32, Datum: WGS 1984. 



A LEADER IN UNMANNED SOLUTIONS
Maritime Robotics is a leading provider of innovative unmanned solutions for maritime operations and data acquisition. The company develops and delivers Unmanned 
Surface Vehicle Systems (USV), Moored Balloon Systems (MBS) as well as Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS). Our main markets are geophysical surveying, oil & 
gas, environmental monitoring, and the defence/security market. With technology developed in close collaboration with civilian, governmental and military partners, 
Maritime Robotics focuses on delivering high-quality system solutions and products that are cost-effective, reduce HSE risk exposure and are highly deployable, in 
any conditions. 
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